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Characteristic Based Planning with mySAP SCM: Scenarios, Processes, and Functions (SAP Excellence)Springer, 2005
Characteristics are used in SAP as attributes, e.g. to specify the configuration
of products or the properties of batches. In many industries – engineering,
automotive, mill, pharmaceutical and foods to name the most
typical – supply chain planning has to consider these characteristics. APO
offers many different...
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Pro Linux High Availability ClusteringApress, 2014

	Pro Linux High Availability Clustering teaches you how to implement this fundamental Linux add-on into your business. Linux High Availability Clustering is needed to ensure the availability of mission critical resources. The technique is applied more and more in corporate datacenters around the world. While lots of documentation...
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Foundations of Java for ABAP ProgrammersApress, 2006
Java has been a part of developers’ vocabularies since 1995. At first it was thought of as
being a nice, neat little language that could do some amazing things for the Internet. However,
the language soon matured, and it still kept its simple approach. Developers started to realize
the awesome power of a clean uncluttered...
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SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The original (and key) innovation of Dashboard Design was to bring together the flexibility, power and ubiquity of Excel with the visualization of Flash. This meant that a whole new group of people (basically anyone who understood Excel formulas) could produce sophisticated Flash animations. Over the years, this has led to an incredible array...
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Common SAP R/3 Functions Manual (Springer Professional Computing)Springer, 2004
"At last a user-friendly reference that documents hundreds of the most useful ABAP routines currently in use. This book is essential for ABAP consultants, project engineers, and programmers who want to save both time and money and avoid having to reinvent the wheel." Robert G. Drake, Course Leader, Sheffield Hallam University, UK...
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Microsoft® .NET and SAP (PRO-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2009
Learn how to use familiar Microsoft tools to build enterprise solutions that connect to SAP. Written by Microsoft developers with an in-depth knowledge of SAP systems, this book demonstrates how to use Microsoft Visual Studio(r), Expression(r), SharePoint(r) Products and Technologies, BizTalk(r) Server, SQL Server(r), and other Microsoft tools to...
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SAP R/3 Administrator's HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Demystify today's premier client/server enterprise software!

The all-in-one guide to successfully implementing enterprise-wide business process engineering now brings you up to speed on the #1 software's latest features. SAP R/3 Handbook, Second Edition, by Jose Antonio Hernandez, explains in easy-to-follow steps all stages of R/3...
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RFID in ManufacturingSpringer, 2008
Information systems for manufacturing often follow a three-layer architecture based on an enterprise resource planning (ERP) layer (for order planning), a manufacturing execution system (MES) layer (for factory control), and a shop floor layer (for machine control). Future requirements on flexibility and adaptability require a much closer...
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Beginning ScalaApress, 2009
The open source Scala language is a Java–based dynamic scripting, functional programming language. Moreover, this highly scalable scripting language lends itself well to building Cloud–based/deliverable Software as a Service (SaaS) online applications.
Written by Lift Scala web framework founder and lead...
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Enterprise Integration with WSO2 ESBPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 15 recipes to calibrate seamless modularity to SOA and address commonly-faced enterprise integration challenges with a zero-code approach


	Overview

	
		Learn how to implement the mostly-used Enterprise Integration Patterns with WSO2 ESB
	
		Discover how to integrate WSO2 ESB with FIX, HL7, and...
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The SAP R/3 Guide to EDI and InterfacesMorgan Kaufmann, 2000
Contents include Interface Technologies in R/3, concepts of IDocs, predefined IDocs, developing IDocs solutions, timing and triggering interface processing, Internet, automated distribution with ALE, automated business with workflow set up, and more.

   With this book find out why:
	EDI projects with R/3 would often cost...
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Enterprise Systems Education in the 21st CenturyIGI Global, 2006
IT education, particularly at business colleges, is undergoing a transformation because of the emerging federated systems or enterprise-wide systems (ES). This follows a trend in industry, which uses complex software applications like SAP and others. This movement toward ES in industry has created major challenges for integrating ES into the...
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